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Introduction
The Association of Professional Sales is the
community that advances and promotes
excellence in the sales profession.
We are building standards, diversity and
education with the help of sales leaders from
around the world.
Our goal is to bring the best theory and
practice to the sales profession.
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Pricing Model & Exclusions

The Association of Professional Sales was founded in 2014
at which time our initial focus was on creating the APS
Framework and recruiting individual members to set the
foundations for the future.

introdUCtion

We were supported by a number of corporates who took
the APS message out to their own sales organisations
but it became clear we needed a dedicated corporate
membership offering that was easy to access and one that
would allow a phased journey of adoption of what the APS
has to offer to corporates and their sales organisations no
matter what sector they work in.
Our corporate membership works hand in hand with our
individual membership programme, our APS Framework and
the Investor in Sales awards and recognition programmes.
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This can be presented as an corporately
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In the same way as individual membership has a series of

as part of an incentive programme. This will be subject to an agreed communication programme and
subject to a minimum time
commitment and standard of those participating approved by each community lead.
On the list of invitation only events and programmes such as our Executive Leadership Programme,
Interactive video based discussion groups and other events which are over and above the normal
each year. Again this
over more than one event.

organisation.

which can be used on your own marketing collateral
and channels such as sales material, websites and in presentations
showing your commitment to
the APS code of conduct and securing professional registration of your sales organisation
is provided to a number of named corporate users based on one user per ten people in your sales
organisation.
users. Again this is based on one attendee per ten people in your sales organisation.
to allow internal communications and targeting of those you want
or need to attend. This allows for alignment with your own programmes.
from our member services team and key leaders
and geographical locations.
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- As an organisation you will sign the APS code
of conduct and embed in your policies for your sales organisation. A key part of its adoption is putting
your sales organisation through the online professional registration exam.
You commit to requiring each sales, leader, manager and salesperson to signing the APS code of
conduct within an agreed timeframe and undertaking and passing the professional registration exam
within an agreed timeframe. You can roll this out at a sales team, division, region and country level.
We are accepting of pilots and experiments but it must be sponsored directly by Sales Leadership and
CxO level in your organisation.

- This can be undertaken as either a concurrent or subsequent phase and can be
done in stages. We provide you with a “Corporate negotiated discount” which you can chose how you
apply them within your organisation. As examples some organisations pay for individual memberships
as a reward and recognition of achievement, others simply promote the membership and the discount
provide the support you need in a timely manner and coordinate support internally such as delivering
roll out programme.

6 months to deliver a gap analysis and alignment assessment. This is an important step as it allows
your organisation to secure the recognition it deserves for past achievements as an organisation and
individually within your own sales organisation. This can also be used to ensure alignment of future
programmes of development. You may chose to undertake this mapping and analysis yourselves
working with your preferred service providers and simply have the APS ratify that assessment which
mapping and analysis services to you and your service providers using one of our APS Framework
practitioners. This option is in addition to corporate membership fees and is included as a power up
option.

to underpin our role as the professional body of sales worldwide.

our logic is simple, to be universally relevant and grow
where and when our corporate members need us to alongside a structured roll out programme. Local
knowledge and relationships are critical to success and alignment to regional and cultural variations.
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- APS events both online and in person can be an

at a range of levels from collective funding through
to dedicated funding and participation in research including early access to results. You can help
prioritise and shape the research the APS do.
- to aid in planning adoption and alignment.
platform but you may wish to access it for your own use internally. Our fee structure will depend on the

and gap analysis of your own frameworks
and interventions against the APS Framework. You may chose to do this yourself internally or with
your service providers, but if you want independent, expert practitioner review we can provide this as
assets and records you have and timescales for its completion.
you may want to take part in all of them or simply
another one or two. We can provide a cost per community which will go hand in hand with the same
levels of commitment and standards of contribution expected. Our goal is simply cover increased
overheads and costs.
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to meet your needs but summarised below are a typical set of phases.

PHASE 1
ACTIVATION AND LAUNCH

PHASE 2
PROMOTION

PHASE 3
MAPPING & RECOGNITION
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eXCLUsions
It is important we avoid confusion and make it clear what corporate membership is not and does not
- they can only be earnt through
the embedding and adoption of APS Framework alignment and the achievement of your own sales

brochure
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priCinG ModeL
measured in headcount. Where Corporate membership is being taken out for a region, division or
declare membership within that units sphere of operation. This is corporate membership for your
organisation and does not include individual APS membership for your sales organisation.

card or via formal quotation and invoicing following issuance of a purchase order, whatever process
works for your own internal procedures.
Small - Up to 10 people in your sales organisation
Medium - Up to 100 people in your sales organisation
Large - Up to 250 people in your sales organisation
Very Large - Over 250 people in your sales organisation with sliding scale of discounts that stops at
500+ and is flat from that point forward.
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We see sponsorship as a means of securing sustaining funding and offsetting
our running costs and helping us promote the APS. As a corporate members you can invest in
- naturally we want to grow individual membership
and we have included support for you in your commitment to promote it internally with your organisation,
but corporate membership does not require you to pre-purchase individual memberships for your sales
organisation
for B2B sales manager is not included.
We clearly want as many of our corporate members involved but it is another level of commitment in
terms of time, resources and effort and we need to ensure those commitments can be met as well as
the costs of running the programme
which the APS may run from time to time outside of normal corporate and individual membership

This is
certainly something we may seek in the future but Trustee appointments are managed directly by the
Trustees and reflect an organisation or individual’s commitment to the Association of Professional
Sales and the mission it is on. There is also a time commitment on a probono basis. There is no
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